
PRACC 6 Bournville June 27th 2010

A brief report by Darin Ballington, pictures by John Newey.

Just short reports this time as the events are coming thick and fast.
At this time of year and for those of us who campaign more than one fleet the lakes soon
blur into one.

Radio A’s at Bournville, a lot of boats in a small bit of water.



Sunday 27
th

June 2010, the day that England were supposed to beat Germany and progress to
the next round of the World Cup was also the day that the dedicated Radio A skipper’s made their
annual pilgrimage to the sheltered waters of the Bournville MY&PBC.

The prediction was for an England win and a day of floating about in no wind.

Well, we were wrong on both counts, although the England team were a disappointment the day
at Bournville was not, and although there was never any danger of the wind coming up above 5-6
mph there was a constant breeze all day. The shifts were still there and the locals on the water
and the bank were quick to point out where they were. Or to be more precise were quick to point
out to any unfortunate skipper when the wind was not in their patch of water.

John Newey welcomed everybody and introduced them to Richard Cole who was to be the PRO
for the day; ably assisted by other members of the Bournville Club he did an excellent job. The
final figure of 12 races in the day were contested at a relaxed pace without any unnecessary
delays.

The 1
st

race started promptly at 10.00am, with 2 laps of the pond, giving a beat, wing mark and
then a gate at the leeward end. The shifting wind did mean that there was the occasional leg that
was a beat, reach and a run.

Although Chris Harris came out top at the end of the day, he didn’t have it all his own way with 7
skippers winning a race, Chris himself didn’t record a victory until race 6, but his greater
consistency over the day gave him the outright win.

The top 2 of Chris and Lester Gilbert were clear ahead of the fleet but the rest of the pack was
tightly bunched.

The full results are below, and the updated PRACC series standings can be found on the Radio A
website.

Who’s picked the right end of the start line?



Thanks to all at Bournville for hosting the event and hopefully we will see you all again at the
Radio A nationals in August.

Note for the Richard Uttley Fanclub:

He won a race!

We are still not sure how, and we don’t think that Richard is either, but he managed to avoid all
obstacles in the 9

th
race to beat us all by some distance. Richard said that it was the skipper but

we put it down to the skill of the shipwrights who built his boat. Keep reading for the further
adventures of Richard and his vessel.


